Bharat Coking Coal Limited
(A Subsidiary of Coal India Limited)
Regd. Office Koyla Bhawan, Koyla Nagar, Dhanbad

Ref. No: CM/SAH/Parl/Website/Tender/09-09/12

Date: 08-05-09

M/S Manager, System
E.O. Dept.
Koyla Bhawan

For uploading on website

Sub: Notice Inviting Tender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Qty. Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Cement Capsules for roof Bolt Size: 32mmx400mm (DGMS approved Type) Technical Criteria and Commercial Term and Condition are enclosed In Annexure ‘A’ &amp; ‘B’</td>
<td>1,00,000 lacks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quotation: Tenders shall be receive up 1.00 PM on or before -12/06/09 and shall be opened at 3.00 PM on same date in this office of undersign.

Our Web. Site Address: www.bccl.cmpdi.co.in

Estimated Value = 7.50 Lakh (Rupees Seven Lacks Fifty Thousand only)

For: Bharat Coking Coal Limited

M. M. (P)
Sijua Area

Yours Faithfully,
Technical specification for “CEMENT CAPSULE”

PART – I (Qualifying bid) should contain the following information & documents.

Eligibility criteria for Part - I

1. a) Anchorage load - in ½ hrs. 3 MT minimum, in 2 hrs - 5MT minimum
b) Specification of ingredients of cement capsule and other ingredients should match with specifications indicated in letter No. DDMS/F-02/01/99 dt 19.04.99 of Dr. S.N. Maity, Head, DDMS Div. Of CMRI, Dhanbad addressed to ED(S&R).
c) Terms & Conditions related to cement capsules mentioned in DGMS (Tech.) (S&T) Circular no. 3 of 1996 should also be complied by suppliers.

The test report of anchorage load should be from CMRI, ISM, DGMS or any government organization/institution and should be enclosed in Part – I.

2. Product should be chloride free and thixotropic in nature, Test Report to that effect must be submitted with Part – I.

3. Confirmation regarding product that it should not have itching effect.

4. Confirmation to the effect that product must be packed in bags. Date of manufacture Batch No. & Dt. of Expiry and manufacturer name must be printed on each & every bag. Tagging in bags is not allowed.

5. Confirmation to the effect that in case the performance is not found satisfactory the materials will not be returned to the supplier and it will be destroyed at our site with the presence or information to the supplier. The supplier will not have any claim of payment for the said supply.

6. The Tenderer must have supplied Cement Capsule or materials for making Cement Capsule to any Area of BCCL, or any subsidiary of CIL, at least for Rs 1.00 lakh value during year 07-08 or this year. A copy of order /orders or certificate from Finance Manager and performance report of said supply must be submitted along with Part – I or offer.

7. All the above eligibility criteria must be fulfilled for qualifying in Part – I. Part – II (price Bid) of those Firm will be opened who will qualify in Part – I (Tech. Bid) only.

8. In case of poor performance, it will be recorded against firm’s performance for future business.

9. In case of any dispute or in the matter of interpretation of any of the terms and conditions, the decision of the above C.G.M., Sijua Area shall be final & binding on the contractor.

A.S.O
Sijua Area
COMMERCIAL TERMS & CONDITION

1. Earnest Money of Rs. 15000/- must be deposited along with technical offer in form of Bank draft, in favour of Bharat Coking Coal Limited payable at Dhanbad without EMD offer will not considered at any cost. EMD in exempted for NSIC Registration which should be valid up to date and other govt. organization.

2. Price should be firm and FOR destination.

3. Validity of offer should be 180 days.

4. Payment should be within 30 days after receipt and acceptance of material at site.

5. Only type written offer will be accepted. Hand written offer will be simply rejected.

6. Tender must be submitted in two bid system Part – I contain only technical and Part – II should be commercial in separate two envelope.

7. The tenderers who participated through Web site should deposited tender for Rs. 1000/- in favour of BHARAT COKING COAL LIMITED, payable at Dhanbad.

8. Tender paper may be collected from the office of Material Manager, Sijua Area, Post – Sijua, Dist – Dhanbad (Jharkhand) during working hours 9 AM to 5 PM.

9. Sale Tax Registration No. (Central / State) should be submitted along with quotation (photo - copy).

10. Security Deposit :- Successful tenderer should depot security money in the form of Bank Draft @ 10% of the awarded value (For successful tender 2% Earnest Money deposit will be adjusted towards security deposit) of the purchase with 7 (seven) days of the issue of purchase order.

M. M. (P)  
Sijua Area